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NEW RELEASES
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A Lie/ I Could Make You Care/ I Don’t Want To Cry – Blues,
Candy And Big Maybelle – Pitiful/ There, I’ve Said It Again/
Candy/ So Long/ Ramblin’ Blues/ Blues Early, Early (Parts
1 & 2)/ Ring Dang Dilly/ That’s A Pretty Good Love/ Mean
To Me/ Tell Me Who – The Christmas 45 – Silent Night/
White Christmas
CD Two: The Blues – Mamie Webster Sings W.C. Handy
– Beale Street Blues/ Careless Love/ St. Louis Blues/
Memphis Blues/ Joe Turner Blues/ Yellow Dog Blues/
The Basement Blues/ The Hesitating Blues/ Ole Miss
Blues/ Friendless Blues/ Way Down South Where The
Blues Began/ Harlem Blues – From The Motion Picture
Soundtrack ‘Jazz On A Summer’s Day’ – Let’s Roll It (I
Ain’t Mad At You)/ Cherry/ One Hour/ Baby Please Don’t
Go/ The Blues – The Last Savoy Sessions – Going Home
Baby/ A Good Man Is Hard To Find/ I Ain’t Got Nobody/ I
Understand/ I Got It Bad And That Ain’t Good/ Some Of
These Days/ Until The Real Thing Comes Along
Jackson, Tennessee-born, Big Maybelle sang gospel as a child and by
her teenage years had switched to rhythm and blues. She began her
professional career with Dave Clark’s Band in 1936, and also toured
with the all-female International Sweethearts Of Rhythm. She then
joined Christine Chatman’s Orchestra, and made her first recordings
with Chatman in 1944 for Decca, before recording with Tiny Bradshaw’s
Orchestra from 1947 to 1950.
Producer Fred Mendelsohn was hipped to her by a Cincinnati DJ, he
re-christened her Big Maybelle, and signed her to Columbia’s OKeh R&B
subsidiary in 1952. Her first OKeh release, ‘Gabbin’ Blues’, climbed to
the upper reaches of the r&b charts. Mendelsohn soon brought her over
to Herman Lubinsky’s Savoy outfit, Maybelle rocked harder than ever at
Savoy where her tender rendition of the pop standard ‘Candy’ was also
a r&b hit in 1956.
Like many innovators of rhythm and blues, Mabel Louise Smith aka Big
Maybelle was never interviewed in her lifetime and passed away in 1972.
Jasmine have reissued here a live 1956 radio broadcast of ‘Alan Freed’s
Rock ‘n’ Roll Dance Party’ – you can hear the entire Freed show (all 24
minutes of it) on the web at http://retro-otr.com/2017/08/alan-freeds-rockn-roll-dance-party – along with LPs issued by the Savoy and Cub labels.
Also included is her Christmas 45, along with her appearance at the 1958
Newport Jazz Festival.
On the two Freed cuts Maybelle is backed by ‘Alan Freed’s Rock ‘N’
Roll Orchestra’, which includes saxmen Sam ‘The Man’ Taylor and Al
Sears in its ranks. ‘Ring Dang Dilly’ is a rollicking shout up, with plenty
of audience engagement, ‘Candy’, as stated above was a pop song, but
a quality pop song, it charted late June 1956, and as Freed mentions it
in his introduction as a ‘big hit’, the given date of this broadcast of April

1956 is almost certainly incorrect. Unsurprisingly, the audience applauds
lamely in all the wrong places.
‘Big Maybelle Sings’ was issued as Savoy LP 14005. It’s a run through
of bluesy versions of pop songs, including songs by Mack Gordon and
Harry Revell, Irving Berlin, and Sammy Cahn. ‘Baby, Won’t You Please
Come Home’ by Clarence Williams and Charles Warfield is an enjoyable
take on this classic, Maybelle’s own ‘Rock House’ is a fine blues number,
but a lot of the songs are straight-ahead pop songs of the calibre of ‘Jim’,
and ‘It’s A Sin To Tell A Lie’. Pop songs they may be, but Maybelle gives
her all, always jaunty and swaggering, and the backing musicians include
the cream of New York’s jazz players, including Kenny Burrell, Hank
Jones, Gigi Gryce, and Sahib Shihab.
‘Blues, Candy And Big Maybelle’ (Savoy LP 140011) opens with ‘Pitiful’,
a great bluesy number penned by Rose Marie McCoy and Charles
Singleton, featuring super guitar from Mickey Baker. On board is the
original ‘Candy’; a brace of classy Maybelle songs – ‘Rambling Blues’
which is a second cousin to ‘Key To The Highway’, and the two-parter
‘Blues Early, Early’. Also here is the original ‘Ring Dang Dilly’ and the
Fred Mendelsohn and Buddy Lucas original ‘That’s A Pretty Good Love’
which features spoken interjections by an anonymous gentleman.
The ‘Christmas 45’ is pretty dire, Maybelle does her best under the
circumstances, but I had to reach for the skip button.
Disc two kicks off with ‘The Blues – Mamie Webster Sings W.C. Handy’.
In April 1958 Maybelle, as Mamie Webster, was moonlighting for the
MGM subsidiary label Cub (LP 8002), however Savoy head man Herman
Lubinsky got wind of it, instigated litigation and reclaimed the tapes.
As is obvious from the title, it’s a run through of twelve songs, penned,
or co-penned by W.C. Handy, backing is provided by a group of welldrilled jazz professionals, including Sydney De Paris, Omer Simeon, and
Jesse Powell. Maybelle is in good voice and turns in a set of marvellous
performances, with ‘St. Louis Blues’, ‘Joe Turner Blues’, ‘The Basement
Blues’, and ‘Harlem Blues’ being especially notable.
Maybelle’s appearance at the 1958 Newport Jazz Festival was
captured on tape by Bert Stern for the movie ‘Jazz On A Summer’s Day’
– you can view her at her glorious best singing ‘Let’s Roll It’ on YouTube
– let’s hope film of the remainder of her performance is sitting in a film
can in a warehouse somewhere, awaiting discovery by an industrious
archivist. She was backed by a crack crew including trumpeter Buck
Clayton, Jack Teagarden on trombone, Buddy Tate on tenor sax, and the
great Jo Jones on drums. It’s an impeccable performance, including an
immaculate ‘Baby Please Don’t Go’, and the closer ‘The Blues’.
The remainder of the disc comes from her final Savoy sessions, from
March and August of 1959. Her own composition ‘Going Home Baby’ is
a tough r&b shouter. ‘A Good Man Is Hard To Find’ was written by Eddie
Green, first recorded in 1918 by white vocalist Marion Harris, it was also
recorded in 1927 by Bessie Smith. Maybelle’s version is firmly in the
tradition of feisty ladies who take no nonsense from their man! The final
four tracks are unfortunately lumbered with a string quartet, which is
generally the kiss of death. Sadly, there is also an organ of the Blackpool
Tower variety, Maybelle does her usual professional job, but the strings
drag even her best efforts down.
However, the bulk of the material is well worth acquiring if you don’t
already have it. The Mamie Webster LP is probably pretty hard to obtain,
so it’s worth buying this set to get it, and of course the Newport set just
has to be heard. Pretty essential I’d say.

Phil Wight

AL BROWN BAND: Live At Cantine
Azzurra Music TRI 1307 (53:00)

Is It True/ Early In The Morning/ Glamour Girl/ Times
Getting Tougher Than Tough/ I’m Still In Love With You/
Side Tracked/ Checking On My Baby/ It’s Raining In My
Heart (Hey Little Lee)
This is the sophomore release by the hugely talented Glasgow-based
guitarist (and he’s not a bad singer either!) Al Brown. This is a live
recording, cut in Italy at Cantine de l’Arena in Verona. Support is regular
bass player Alan Thomson plus a brace of very good local lads – Franz
Bazzani on keys, and Cesare Valbusa on drums.
It’s an eight-track set, and all numbers are covers. The set opens with
the Dave Bartholomew/Pearl King number ‘Is It True’, taken at a slightly
faster tempo than The Spiders original, Brown delivers a tight, swinging
version, with some nifty organ from Bazzani, and a very tasty solo from
the man himself on guitar. Next up, he revisits (it is on his debut release
‘Scufflin’’ – reviewed in B&R 313) the old Louis Jordan number ‘Early In
The Morning’ (Hickman/Jordan/Bartley comps.), Brown retains a subtle
Latin tinge while dispensing with the overtly Cubano tinges of Jordan’s
original. Very nice version!
There is a brace of T-Bone Walker numbers – ‘Glamour Girl’ (stretched
out to a big ten minutes) and ‘I’m Still In Love With You’, Brown has
obviously studied the master long and hard, but is no mere clone,
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always adding that little touch of individual piquancy. ‘Side Tracked’ is a
hard-charging run through Freddie King’s original. Every time I hear a
version of one of the Big Man’s instrumentals I always mentally compare
it to King himself, however Brown does not let the side down though,
rendering a tasteful interpretation of this instrumental classic.
The final number is Slim Harpo’s ‘It’s Raining In My Heart’ (to be strictly
accurate ‘Rainin’ In My Heart’) and is something of a mystery. My CD
player lists it at 11:39, however it only lasts about 6:18, however if you
leave it running, after about three minutes of silence a track fades in
which lo and behold is ‘Hey Little Lee’ (which explains the appendage
in the track listing), it fades out after about two minutes. However, if you
switch off your CD player at the end of ‘Rainin’’ you would never know
it was there! Odd! Anyway, Brown’s interpretation of ‘Rainin’’ is more
country than swamp, nothing wrong with that though.
I was very impressed with his ‘Scufflin’’ release and this set is just
as good. Try www.azzurramusic.it if you would like a copy, or, if you
can, you can visit Al’s Facebook page (just search for Al Brown) and
I assume he could point you in the right direction to obtain a copy.
Recommended by this reviewer. Tell him B&R sent you!

Pat Booner (crooner) saved by a nice kitschy spoken passage. The
slower numbers ‘You’re Driving Me Mad’, ‘See You Next Year’, ‘Trudy’,’
and ‘She’s Gone’ are not bad but are all on the pop side of doo-wop.
As you may have gathered The Cleftones are not in my top ten of
vocal groups.

Fred Rothwell

Phil Wight

THE CLEFTONES: The Complete Releases
1955-62
Acrobat (Two CDs: 58:21; 50:43)

CD One: THE CLEFTONES: You Baby You/ I Was Dreaming/
Little Girl Of Mine/ You’re Driving Me Mad/ Can’t We Be
Sweethearts/ Niki-Hoeky/ String Around My Heart/ Happy
Memories/ Why Do You Do Me Like You Do/ Like Your
Style Of Making Love/ See You Next Year/ Ten Pairs Of
Shoes/ Hey Babe/ What Did I Do That Was Wrong/ Since
We Fell In Love/ Lover Boy/ Beginners In Love/ She’s So
Fine/ Trudy/ Cuzin Casanova/ Mish Mash Baby/ She’s
Gone/ Shadows In The Very Last Row
CD Two: Heart And Soul/ How Do You Feel/ 100 Pounds
Of Clay/ Please Say You Want Me/ Time Is Running Out
On Our Love/ Heavenly Father/ Glory Of Love/ You And I
Can Climb/ (I Love You) For Sentimental Reasons/ ’Deed
I Do/ Earth Angel/ Blues In The Night/ Again/ Do You/ Red
Sails In The Sunset/ My Babe, She’s A Rolling Stone/
There She Goes/ Lover Come Back To Me/ How Deep Is
The Ocean/ Some Kinda Blue; HERBIE COX: Vacation In
The Mountains/ Leave My Woman Alone
New York vocal group The Cleftones had a relatively short recording
career, lasting only a couple of years after the 1962 public domain
deadline here. They recorded almost exclusively for George Goldner’s
Gee, and Rama labels and, when Goldner sold out to Maurice Levi,
for the Roulette label. If I were listening to these tracks without prior
information, I’d swear it was a white group singing. The doo-wop sound
here is more Italiano than Afro-Americano. In fact, lead singer Herbie
Cox is quoted in the notes as saying ‘They made a black group sound
like a white group trying to sound like a black group’. The vocals are
rather undistinguished and pretty sterile, lacking the individuality of the
best vocal groups of this time with many sung in unison rather than
adopting the lead and support of classic doo-wop. There is also band
support on the cuts generally more prominent than found on classic
doo-wop, in fact the best thing on the early cuts is the band, particularly
Jimmy White’s tough and sometimes squealing sax.
The Cleftones had two hits and these are far and away the best of
the bunch. ‘Little Girl Of Mine’ is, of course, a minor classic containing a
rousing sax solo, but even here, the vocals are rather flat and uninspiring.
The other hit was ‘Heart And Soul’, the old tin pan alley standard,
souped up for the teenyboppers of the day, more pop than doo-wop. On
the back of this the group churned out a bunch of standards such as ‘(I
Love You) For Sentimental Reasons’, ‘Lover Come Back To Me’, How
Deep Is The Ocean’, ‘Red Sails In The Sunset’ and the pop-awful ‘Blues
In The Night’. These contain none of the fun or craziness that made The
Marcels’ ‘Blue Moon’ so distinctive.
Recorded for their albums are another bunch of fillers like Ray Charles’
‘Leave My Woman Alone’ which sounds like a British beat group trying to
sound black. ‘Niki-Hoeky’ is not the P.J. Proby hit but more pop plop. The
Cleftones’ versions of the vocal group classics ‘Glory Of Love’ and ‘Earth
Angel’ prove it wasn’t only Pat Boone who emasculated black music. On
the up-tempo cuts ‘Cuzin Casanova’ and ‘Lover Boy’, they attempt to
emulate the Coasters with only a modicum of success while ‘Shadows
In The Very Last Row’ is a sub-Drifters ditty. Fe-male Pat Spann sings
lead on a few numbers, the best of which is the slow dreamy ballad
‘Please Say You Want Me’. ‘What Did I Do That Was Wrong’ is a slow
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Archie Lee Hooker. Copyright A.L. Hooker.

ARCHIE LEE HOOKER AND THE COAST TO
COAST BLUES BAND: Chilling
DixieFrog DFGCD 8804 (62:02)

90 Days/ Love Ain’t No Plaything/ Moaning The Blues/
Don’t Tell Mama/ Big Ass Fun/ Found A Good One/
Tennessee Blues/ The Root Of Our Family/ Chilling/ You
Don’t Love Me No More/ Blues Shoes/ I’ve Got Reasons/
Don’t Forget Where You Came From/ Your Eyes/ Bright
Lights Big City/ Jockey Blues/ Thank You John
His full name doesn’t quite roll of the tongue as easily as that of his
world-famous uncle, John Lee Hooker.
I first discovered Archie Lee Hooker when reading Charles Shaar
Murray’s ‘Boogie Man: The Adventures Of John Lee Hooker In The
American Twentieth Century’, that was reviewed by Mike Atherton
in B&R 145. Murray had interviewed Archie Lee Hooker who gave
some background information about his uncle’s upbringing in Vance,
Mississippi. Archie Lee Hooker has previously been part of a gospel
group ‘The Marvellous Five’, and he has recorded six previous albums.
On this CD, Hooker sings and occasionally he does sound like his
uncle in his later years. The Band are a tight, musically accomplished,
four-piece outfit augmented by a sprinkling of guest musicians on a few
tracks. The first two tracks are in a pleasant, acoustic, country band
style and the third song ‘Moaning The Blues’, begins in a similar fashion
before becoming enlivened by Matt Santos’s enjoyable Hammond organ
playing. One of the album’s highlights is the strong, electric, boogie
number ‘Big Ass Fun’, that must go down a storm when played live and
the following ‘Found A Good One’, is also very good. There is a change
of mood with the soul blues ‘Tennessee Blues’, and ‘Blues Shoes’, has
some sparse but effective guitar playing with some atmospheric organ
work.
‘Bright Lights Big City’, is not the Jimmy Reed song but is an
autobiographical tale of Hooker’s journey from rural Mississippi through
Highway 49 and him seeing Memphis, Tennessee for the first time.
‘Jockey Blues’, is very similar to his uncle’s version of ‘My Father Was A
Jockey’, whereas the rest of the album’s songs are composed by Hooker
and the Band.
On the whole this is an enjoyable release with some good music
although it is marred by four short tracks; ‘Don’t Tell Mama’, ‘The Roots
Of Our Family’, ‘Don’t Forget Where You Came From’, and ‘Thank You
John’, where Hooker talks about his up-bringing and his uncle whist
accompanied by a single background instrument that differs on each
track. Having heard these four homely and somewhat twee tributes, I
have no wish to hear them again and in my view they should have been

